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SUMMARY 

Two experiments were performed to appraise a conventional 
polar coordinate display modified to present bearing, range, and 
height information. The display consisted of a PPI surrounded by 
anannulus. Each target was represented by two blips on the same 
bearing: the inner blip on the PPI gave bearing and range, and the 
outer blip in the annulus gave bearing and height. The display was 
a synthetic or simulated display. Engineering modifications actu- 
ally to reproduce bearing, range, and height information on this PPI 
were not accomplished. The purpose of this appraisal is a psycho- 
logical one: todeterminehow accurately a man can understand and 
extract information from a display of this sort. 

The first experiment measured the speed and accuracy with 
which operators could extract bearing, range, and height informa- 
tion from the experimental display on three remote repeaters: 
(1) a VJ used normally with the bearing cursor and a movable range 
marker, (2) a VJ equipped with four range and four height markers 
without cursor, and (3) a VG with a standard eight ring overlay. 
The average time per target required on either the VJ with markers 
or the VG was less than half that required for the VJ with hand 
cranks (nine seconds compared with 21). The average bearing er- 
ror obtained on the VG was one degree and on both VJ's about a 
degree and a half. The average range error on a 40-mile scale 
wasaboutone-half of a mile for all indicators. The average height 
error on a 40-thousand foot scale was about 500 feet. 

The second experiment measured Svpeed and accuracy of tar- 
get estimation for the experimental display presented on a VH (5 in.), 
VD (7 in.), VJ (12 in.), and VG (24 in.) display, each equipped with 
four range and four height rings. No cursors were used; bearing 
was estimated directly from the dials. Two range-height scale 
ratios on the radius were tested for each instrument: 1:1 and 2:1. 
The average time per target was about seven seconds except for 
the VG which took a second longer. The average bearing error was 
about one degree for the VG. It became larger with a decrease in 
scope size and reached three and a half degrees for the VH. The 
average range error on a 40-mile scale was a little over half a mile 
for all scopes and the average height error on a 40-thousandfoot 
scale was about 700 feet. The 2:1 ratio was found better for esti- 
mating bearing and range, but the 1:1 ratio was best for height. 



vi 

These experiments indicate that the extraction of bearing, 
range, andheightinformationfrom a radar indicator can be rapidly 
and accurately accomplished by operators using the PPI-and- 
annulus display. The display is satisfactory on scopes as small as 
five inches, but bearing, range, andheight accuracies are improved 
on somewhat larger scopes. The presentation is readily compre- 
hended and experienced radarmen can use the modified scopes with 
little practice. 
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APPRAISAL OF AN EXPERIMENTAL 
PLAN POSITION INDICATOR 

PRESENTING SIMULATED BEAWNG   ^VNGE  AND 
HEIGHT INFORMATION ' 

INTRODUCTION 
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Many specific requirements also exist which vary as the use to 
which the display is put; i.e., target designation, air interception, 
etc.

Types of Display, There are many methods of presenting 
three-dimensional information which, in spite of their diversity, 
fall into two classes of visual displays. The first tries to create 
the experience of three-dimensional space by making the percep
tion of depth possible. Thismaybe accomplished stereoscopically, 
by mcansof projectors which produce images on the concave sur
face of a hemispherical screen, or by introducing radar information 
into the interior of a perspective drawing of a three-dimensional 
solid. Some conceivable solutions of this kind of approach are 
shown in Fig, 1 in schematic form. The second .class of display 
system arranges the bearing, range, and height information on two- 
dimensional surfaces without regard for the perception of depth. 
Usual methods of cathode ray tube (CRT) presentation show only 
two variables with reference to each other; i.e., “B” Indicator 
(bearing and range), “C’’ Indicator (bearing and elevation), etc. 
Therefore two such scopes must be paired to display all three vari
ables and the problem reduces to the allocation of the necessary 
CRT’s in the operator’s work space. The SX radar console with 
its Plan Fositionindicator (PI'I); Map Sector Scan (MSS), and Range 
Height Indicator (RHl) i.s an example of such anarrangement nowin 
service. Mounting an RHl at the consoles of the VJ and VK remote 
rei ('iitcrs, as has been proposed, would add another arrangement 
to the many pos.sible. See Fig. 2.

However, bearing, range, and height may be displaved on a 
sj >, iv CRT. Severiii hypothetical ways of accomplishing this are 
shown in Fig. 3. In most of the solutions suggested, two of the vari
ables are given conventionally and the third is coded in some way, 
usually by lengitliening cr shaping the blip.

It seems evident that any depth presentation of radar informa
tion involving either stereoscopic or “planetarium” methods will 
be complex and bulky. The order of accuracy with which the “oepth” 
dimension can be e.stimated by the observer is largely unk." ” n for 
either of these systems. Experience with stereoscopic ran, .vlers 
.suggeststhat stereoscopic methods be avoided. Themethoc. .ntro- 
ducing radar information into the frame of a perspective ; awing 
of a solid is undesirable because of non-hemispherical c. verage.
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scale reading difficulties and the possible intrusion of perceptual 
reversal.* 

Of the displays presenting three-dimensional information on 
one scope,-the PPI-and-annulus combination appears to be of pro- 
mise. This method, as shown in Fig. 3, and hereafter referred to 
as the experimental BRH (bearing-range-height) display, is a PPI 
giving bearing and range information, surrounded by a ring which 
gives bearing and height. Thus, »wo blips appear on the same bear- 
ing, the one on the PPI showing range and the other in the ring 
showing height. 

The advantages of the experimental BRH display seem to be 
that the radar information is confined to a small visual area and 
that range and height is estimated from linear scales. Other types 
of plane displaysare either less compact or fail to afford satisfac- 
tory quantitative indices of one or another of the variables, usually 
height. However, a disadvantage arises from having range and 
height blips on the same bearing. If several targets appear on the 
same bearing, it will be impossible, without electro-mechanical 
aid, to ascertain how the range and height blips are paired It is 
possible that this difficulty could be overcome by a gating system 
which enables one target combination to be cut out for a sweep 
thus allowing the observer to see which targets pair in ranee and 
height. 

Purpose.   It is the purpose of the two experiments reported 
("'re to appraise the experimental BRH method of displaying bearing, 
range, and height information from the standpoint of speed and 
accuracy of target indication. Special problems of scaling range 
anu height, and size of scope are studied as related to the display 
system. 

* A line drawing of a three-dimensional figure projected 
upon a pk,no may be seen by the observer in more than one spatial 
orientation. There is a strong tendency for such "ambiguous" 
perspectives to reverse themselves from time to time with pro- 
longed fixation. 



PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT ON THE 
EXPERIMENTAL BRH DISPLAY 

Apparatus 

Radar Eqmpment.   A VG projection PPI, two VJ and two VF 
remote md.cators were used in this experlnen    TheVrVZVJ 
were used experimentally and were S  ed firsT bv ^v^nJfh5 

vowing surfacesof all three instruments int^ 
PPI display and an outer annulus.   One-half of the radius was"^ 

The experimental units were further modified as follows: 

yjcounters- One of the VJ's was equipped with 
the experimental bearing and range counters LSPH h„ rh, 
panis.. Thi.instrument had a bea?f„g counter geÄJJhe 
bearing hand crank and a combination range-height counter 
geared to the range hand crank. See Fig. 4. When the tar- 
get was bisected by the bearing cursor, the bearing courter 
gave bearing in degrees. The range-height Co<mt« was ar 
rangedtoreadmiles of range to the nearlst eS mUe then 
the movable range marker was on the range scale   When the 

read thousunds of feet to the nearest tenth (i.e., 100 fee" 

*  Chapanls, A. The relative efficiency of a beariiw ro..nt»^ 
andbearlngdialforusewithPPIpresentaUo^   LsteS^h 

Ertt^^ 
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VJrings-   The other VJ was furnished with eight 

2ieC3,o0tt
rt
r4an,^riark.t:,'S: the lnslde four ^««entcd 10. ^0, 3Ü, and 40 miles; the outside four represented 10 Don 

meSuH 3
f
Ü'000'^ 40l00ü fet>t- St'eF^5- oXV^Z'- ment the bearing cursor and the movable range markerlere 

?^f l ^C.lriug Was read trom the U*1 by «ghtimj aione 
the tarrtstothe bearing dial andränge and height were est^ 
matc^ by interpolation from the rings. K    w re estl 

VGoverlay   The VG was equipped with the stand- 
«ürfÄ ov^Hiy-which consists of eight concertric nngs 
and36 bearing reference lines inscribed on opal glass   The 
four range and four height rings were given the same mean! 
mg as on the VJ rings.   See Fig. 6. 

Thechoice of multiples of 10 for range and height rines was 
based on the inding of Chapanls* that seal" divisions o löSi- 
tute one of the most accurate for interpolation. 

VFMonitoring.  The location of all targets used during the 
experiment was determined by the use of two VF remote indicators 
Since the VF is inherently more accurate than the exSert^l 
remotes, average VF measurements served as criterTa aSS 

Tors   TOhus0Zare the aCCUraCy 0/ the W«*™™ of the o'pera tors.   Thus bearing, range, and     'ght errors are defined as the 
difference between the perforn:.,. .te on the experime^l ^u j! 

mentsandtheaverageVF bearing, range.andheiStmeasurements. 

Target Simulator. The main target generator system pro- 
ducednvo target sal different ranges on the same beariijth" first 
bl.plell ontho inside surface or range area of the scopl^, and the 
second fell „, the nnnulus or height area. The target generator 
andall ind.rator.wert sot foraao-müe sweep. The range targets 
hereforo, varu-d from 0 to 10 miles, andthe height targets (rom 10 

to20 miles.   Uw targets were all saturated, of a five-degree beam 

* Chapanis, A. Accuracy of interpolation between scale 
markers as a function of scale interval number. The American 
Psychologist, 1947, 2, 346. ine American 
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Fig. 6. Experimental BRH display on the VG equipped 
with the overlay.



width, and about 300 yards thick. The antenna rotation speed was 
seven rpm. An auxiliary target generator fed a continuously gated 
target into the video line to produce the dividing marker between 
the PPI and the annulus.

Timers. The performances of the operators were timed by 
Standard Electric Clocks operked by the recorders in the manner 
of stop watches.

General Arrangement. The layout of the equipment is shown 
in Fig. 7. The three pieces of experimental equipment were located 
in separate rooms as were the VF’s used for monitoring. The VF 
operatorswere connected to a recorder at the control panel of the 
target simulator by sound powered telephones. The whole experi
ment was coordinated by an intercommunicating system connecting 
all stations • /ith the control room.

Exporimental Methods and Procedures

Design of Expc riment. The experimental design is given in 
Table I. SLx Nivy radirmen were each tested once on each of the 
hr je experimental units. Three men were tested simultam ously 

A.ln the same target lis^s. hreetargei lists were used in such a 
manner that although eacli equipment was tested with the same list 
f» i( e, each siw rator ri.ceived the 
'OMt uned J6 random tUings ot bcai iUi.: 
teiai run consisted ' three taiget 
ran:e.~. and thr< c he., ’ .si disslayod 
v..i; Ihertforet. :eJ v 108 targets

list only once. The lists 
range, and heieht. Each 

. three beanugs. three 
• ‘ scopes. E , ijperator 
„ ith equipm. n will: 216.

Conditions of Experiment. The .idn.ini.strationof liie experi
ment sh6v^.iF1CibreTv.7u.precodsd by a practice experiment iden
tical in all re.spccts with the ' .xperimental trials except for target 
list and order of testing. This was done* to minimize learning effects 
and give greater reliability to t.he experiment. The practice results 
were discarded.

The task set for the operator w as to fi.xate the blank scope at 
a “Ready” sienal ar-' to begin reporting bearing, range, and height 
in that order as son i is the signal “Mark” was given and the tar-
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TABLE I 

Experimental Design of the Preliminary Experiment 

Equipment 

Operators VTcounters       VJrings VGoverlay 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

6(3)* 
2(1) 
4(2) 
1 (1) 
3(2) 
5(3) 

2a) 
4(2) 
1 (D 
5(3) 
6(3) 
3(2) 

4(2) 
6(3) 
5(3) 
3(2) 
KD 
2(1) 

getsweresenttothescopesbyclosingaswitch in the control room. 
The switch activating the targets was thrown when the sweep crossed 
bearing 000 with the sweep rotating clockwise. The reporting pro- 
cedure was standardized for all operators. Each was instructed to 
estimate and report as rapidly and accurately as possible. Bearing 
was reported conventionally. Range was estimated to the nearest 
tenth of a mile; height to the nearest tenth of 1000 feet, i.e., to the 
nearest 100 feet. An example of a full report would be: "zero - 
three - seven, thirty - point - five, sixteen - point -five"; i.e., 
bearing = 037, range = 30-1/2 miles, height = 16,500 feet. 

The assistant in each experimental room operated the stop 
clock and recorded times, bearings, ranges, and heights on pre- 
pared data sheets. The performance was timed from the signal 
"Mark"whenthe targets began to appear, to the completion of the 
decimal in the last height report. Thus each recorded time was 
for the report of three targets. 

After completion of the oprrator's run of three targets, each 
target position was checked and deviations + 10 degrees of bearing, 
+ 10 miles of range and + 10,000 feet of heightwere reported on the 
3ata sheets and treated later as possible reading errors. In this 
manner, gross estimation errors, especially those arising from 
confusion of either range or height rings, could be detected and veri- 
fied immediately. 

♦ The entries are the serial orders in which equipments and oper- 
atorswere tested. Numbers in parentheses are target lists used 
in each test. 
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Results 

Speed of Target Indication. The times per target required for 
estimating and reporting bearing, range, and height information tor 
each of the three experimental displays are shownfor each operator 
in Table n. Average times are also shown graphically in Fig. 8. 
It is found that the bearing, range, and height of a target can be es- 
timated from range and height rings in about 9.2 seconds on the 
VJrlngs and the VGoverlay- Use of the bearing cursor and the 
movable range marker increases the time to 21.5 beconds, i.e., by 
a factor of 2.3. 

TABLE II 

Average ! Time per Target (in seconds) for I S stimati 
)i splay 

ng and 
Reporting Targets from the BRH E 

Operator VJ 'counters "rings i      "overlay Total 

43.1 

Average 

A 22.0 9.9 11.2 14.4 
B 21.6 9.5 10.2 41.3 13.8 
C 21.0 12.4 11.3 44.7 14.9 
D 20.6 7.2 7.8 35.6 11.9 
E 23.5 7.0 9.0 39.5 13.2 
F 20.3 6.5 8.3 35.1 11.7 

Total 129.0 52.5 57.8 
Average 21.5 8.8 9.6 

The analysis of variance of the time data is given in Table 
m. It is evident that the time differences between the equipmeiAs 
are highly significant and that the greatest amount of this variance 
is due to the VJ requiring the use of the hand cranks. The variance 
between equipments is significantly greater thanbetweenoperators. 
The variance between operators is not significant. 
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TABLEm 

Analysis of Variance at tl» Time Dato ci Shjt H 

Degrees o!    Sums of  
Source of Variance      Freedom      Squares    Brimn 

Between Equipments 2 608.32       304.16 
Between Operators 5 25.64 5.13 
Discrepancy 10 17.95 1.79 

Total 17 651.91 

Fequipment = ^pj| = 169-92   (Significant at the 1% level) 

^operators = UjL = 2.86    (Not statistically significant) 

Fequipment/operators = ^|8 = 59.29 (Significant at the 1% level) 

Bearing Errors. The errors made in indicating bearing 
are given for equipments and operators In Table IV and shown 
graphically in Fig. 9. The highly structured spider-web overlay 
of the vc shows its Influence in keeping average bearing errors 
small. The large average bearing error made on the VJcounters 
is out of line with what this instrument should give In the hands 
of practiced radarmen. Chapanls found few Instances In which 
bearing errors larger than two degrees were made by skilled VJ 
operators. The Navy radarmen used in this experiment had little 
experience on the VJ as normally used and frequently made bear- 
ing errors as large as six degrees. 

The analysis of variance of bearing error data Is given In 
Table V. The differences between equipments are barely signifi- 
cant at the 5% level of confidence, i.e., there is one chance in 
twenty that they might have been due to chance alone. It is clear 
that most of the between-equipment variance is due to the low aver- 
age bearing error obtained on the VG. Differences between oper- 
ators are not significant nor is the ratio between machine and 
operator variance significant. 



TABLE IV

ATgragc Bearing Errors (In degrees) for 
festimating Targets frotnlEe DRH Display

Equipment

Operator VJ^ounters rings ^^overlay Total Average

A 2.4 1.9 1.0 5.3 1.7
B 1.2 1.7 0.7 3.6 1.2
C 1.0 1.4 1.1 3.5 1.1
D 1.4 1.1 1.1 3.6 1.2
E 1: 1.8 1.0 4.0 1.3
F 3.0 1.8 1.0 5.8 1 9

Total 10.2 9.7 5.8
Average 1 7 1.6 1.0

« 2 
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fig. 8. Averagi bearing error made by six cperatori 
using the experimental ERH display on three equip
ments.
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TABLE V 

Analysis of Variance ol the Bearing Error Data of Table IV 

Degrees of     Sums of     Mean 
Source of Variance      Freedom       Squares    Square 

Between Equipments 2 1.84 0.92 
Between Operators 5 1.65 0.33 
Discrepancy 10 2.19 0.22 

Total 17 5.68 

Equipment = ^ = 4-18 (Significant at the 5% level) 

^operators = ^Is = 1•50 ^Not statistically significant) 

Fequipment/operators = ^ = 2-78 (Not statistically significant) 

Range and Height Errors. In the experimental situation 
where range and height blips were simulated, height was given by 
ablip that was merely at a greater range. Therefore, unless fac- 
tors such as scaling and scope size entered to change the percep- 
tual organization of the situation, or calibration differences in the 
equipment were present, handling range and height blips should 
differ only as handling near and far ranges. The data for range 
errors are given inTable VI and shown graphically in Fig. 10. The 
analogous height error data are presented in Table VIII and Fig. 11. 

Range errors for the VG are slightly larger than on the 
other equipments. The analysis of variance of the range srror 
data is given in Table VII. The differences vetween the equip- 
ments again are just significant at the 5% level of confidence. The 
variance contributed by the operators, and the differences between 
machines and menare not significant. TheVG data are responsible 
for-most of the equipment variance. 
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using the experimental BRH display on three equip- 
ments. 
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TABLE VI

Average ttangc Errors (in Miles) for 
Estimating Targets from the BRH Display

Equipment

Operator VJcounters '"^ings
vr*’'^overlay Total Avera

A 0.6 0.3 0.6 1.5 0.5
B 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.2 0.4
C 0.4 0.4 0.6 t.4 o.f>
1) 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.5 0.5
1 0.4 0.7 0.7 l.h U.6
y 0.8 0.5 0.7 2.0 0.7

foiai 2.9 2.6 3.9
Av’eiage 0.5 0.4 0.7

I

•<

TABLE VU

Analysis of Variance of the R^nge Error Data of VI

Degrees of Sums of Mean
Source of Variance Freedom Squares Square

Detwoen Equipments 2 0.15 0.075
Between Operators 5 0.14 0.028
Discrepancy 10 0.16 0.016

Total 17 0.45

^equipment = ^ (Significant at the 5% level)

= 1.75 (Not statistically significant)

Fequipment/operators = = 2.68 (Not statistically significant)

P _ .028^operators ‘ -qj^
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Fig. 11. Average height error made by six operators 
using the experimental BRH display on three equip- 
ments. 

Similar treatment of the height error data is given inTable DC. 
Again the variance difference between equipments la significant 
at the 5% level and most of it arises from the VG data. Operator 
variance is nor-significant as is variance between operators and 
machines. 
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TABLE VIU 

Average Height Errors (in feet) for 
Estimating Targets from the BRH Display 

Equipment 

Operator   VJcounters    VJ rings   VGoverlay    Totai    Average 

A 800 600 400 1800 600 
B 300 400 400 1100 400 
C 600 300 300 1200 4Ü0 
D 500 500 300 1300 4P0 
E 600 600 400 1600 500 
F 700 500 

29Ü0 

500 

2300 

1700 600 

Total 3500 
— 

Average 600 500 400 

TABLE IX 

Analysis of Variance of the Height Error Data of Table VIII 

Degrees of Sums of Mean 
Source of Variance      Freedom Squares Square 

Between Equipments 2 0.12 0.06 
Between Operators 5 0.13 o!o26 
Discrepancy 10 o.u o.Oll 

Total 17 0.36 

Fequipments = "^ = 5-45    (Significant at the 5% level) 

operators = =— = 2-36    (Not statistically significant) 

= .06 _ Fequipments/operators = ^jg = 2.31 (Not statistically significant) 
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As with the bearing error, the average range and height 
error on the VJcounters Is much greater than would be expected 
from thoroughly practiced operators and should not be taken as 
representative of the best VJ performance. 

Calibration Differences. The scaling of range and height 
was such as to make them directly comparable. It will be noticed 
from Tables VI and vm that the two VJ's give somewhat better 
range accuracy than height and that with the VG this relationship 
is reversed. The significance of these differences between range 
and height on the same instrument is given in Table X. From these 
statistics it is clear that on the two VJ's the accuracy of the inside 
of the scope as compared with that of the outside differs only as 
chance. On the VG, however, the difference is real and is due to 
the failure of the time delays inthe electronic system to correspond 
with the fixed range rings inscribed on the overlay. At the time 
of the present experiment this could be compensated for only in 
part, and the error turned out to be less at long ranges than at 
short. Inthe second experiment reported below this difficulty was 
eliminated. 

TABLE X 

Significance of Average Error Differences 
between Range and Height 

The Preliminary Experiment 

VI VT VCi counters    "rings    '"overlay 

Average Range Error 
(miles) 0.5 0.4 0.7 

Average Height Error 
(1000s of feet) 0.6 0.5 0.4 

ttest 1.94* 0.81* 7.99** 

* Not statistically significant. 
♦• Significant at 1% level. 
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Errors in Confusing Range and Height Markers. The range 
an<l height rings on the VJringg and the VGoverlay were not num- 
bered or designated in any way. Therefore, their values could be 
known only by recognizing the position of the ring on the scope or 
by counting from a reference point; I.e., center of scope or the 
electronic range-height division marker. Consequently, there were 
many instances of confusing one ring with another. Inasmuch as 
all rings, both range and height, were multiples of 10, a constant 
of+10 was added whenever such confusions occurred. For example, 
the target is at range 19.5 miles; the operator calls this either 9.5 
(-10) or 29.5 (+10). These errors were eliminated from the data and 
were not treated in the foregoing analyses on the ground that errors 
due to the confusional factor are a different process from that of 
range and height estimation between range rings and might be re- 
duced by a suitably designed overlay or scale numbering system. 
It was desired not to load the data with these occasional gross de- 
viations. 

The number of ring confusions was too small to admit of 
systematic treatment, but their frequency for the VJrings and the 
VGoverlay is shown in Table XI for each operator. They appear 
to be equally distributed on the two instruments.* Some operators 
may be more prone to this type of confusion than others, although 
the data are too meagre to show this. 

Conclusions. The findings of the first experiment are sum- 
marized in Table XII for the experimental BRH display on the 
three remote repeaters. Here the average time per target required 
to estimate and report bearing, range, and height is given with the 
average bearing, range, and height errors. The significance of the 
variance ratios for equipments and operators is given for times 

* On the VJcounters only two reading errors were made 
during the experiment. Reading errors occur rarely with use of 
the experimental counters ad was shown in Chapanls, A., Speed of 
reading target information from a direct-reading, counter-type 
indicator versus conventional radar bearing and range dials. Sys- 
tems Research, The Johns Hopkins University. Report No. 166-1-3. 
1 November 1946.    (Restricted) 
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anderrorsinthe same table. As would be expected, time is mark- 
edly shortened by estimating from bearing dials and range and 
height rings. Cranking operationsdouble the time per target. With 
unskilled VJ operators, such as used in this experiment, the use 
of the cursor and movable range marker does not increase the 
accuracy of the estimates. The overlay on the VG holds the bear- 
ing errors significantly low. Nothing appears to be gained in range 
andheight accuracy by using the 24-inch VG surface instead of the 
12-inch surface of the VJ. 

TABLE XI 

Number of Instance s in Whic :h the Numeri( :al Di 
rroct 

esi^nation 
of the Range and Height Rings Was Inco ly Read 

Equipment and Conditions 

VJri ings VGoverlay 
Operator 

Operators Range Height Range H( light Total 

A 2» 1 3 
B 2 2 
C I :> 3 
D 2 2 
E 3 1 3 7 
F 1 2 2 5 

Instrument 
Totals 4 7 4 7 22 

* Cell entries are number of times out of a total of 36 readings the 
operator misread the numerical values of the markers. 

.-,.., T. 
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EXPERIMENT ON EFFECTS OF SCOPE SIZES 
AND SCALE RATIOS

The second ejq)eriment was designed to examine the effect 
of four scope sizes and two scale ratios of range to height on 
the performance of operators using the experimental BRH display.

Apparatus

Radar Equipmert. The VH, VD, VJ, VG, and two VF re
mote indicators Wployed in this study are standard Navy units. 
The VH, VD, VJ, and VG repeat is were used f'xperinK ntally and 
the two VF's monitored all targ'f;-:. Five, seven, end ^*relve-inch 
CRT tubes are furnl.sht <i with the VH, VD, and VJ indicators re
spectively. The projectlu.i snrf.it e of the VG is 24 inc hes in dia
meter. The VH and VD t q ipment , were used without cursors and 
the VJ was operated wiUi neither c nrsor nor movabl ■ range marker. 
The VG was equipped with a modified overlay m.id‘ by riling bear
ing guide lines on the plain plotting surface every 10 degrees. The 
10-degree azimuth positions were numbered on the outside of the 
display at the terminus of each guide line and the standard projec
tionbearing dial located in the center of the display was used as well. 
See Fig. 12.

VF Monitorli.g. Two Vf remote indicators were used as 
standards from which bearir^, range, and height errors were com
puted as in the first experiment.

Range-Height Scale Ratios. Electronic .-ange and height 
rings were generated In tHe VJ Driver Unit and fed into all four 
experimental PPl’s. This elim inated variations due to range marker 
systems in the individual remote indicators. Two sets of range 
markers were generated with different time constants to produce 
two range-height scale ratios. For the 1:1 ratio, a heavy electronic 
range marker from the auxiliary target generator was gated Ji the 
mid-point of the sweep. This divided the display into two regions 
of equal radial segments. The range markers used with this ar- 
rai^ment consisted of eight equidistant rings, as in the first ex
periment: four for range dtsignated 10, 20, 30, and 40 miles; four 
for height designated 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, and 40,000 feet. For

.4



w ^
VH I I VH 2 I

RANGt-HEIGHT RATIO RANGE-HEIGHT RATIO

VD I I RATIO

i

#

r ^

VD 2 I RATIO

VJ II RATIO

r ^ ^
■9s

VJ 21 RATIO

Fig. 12a. The experimental BRH display shown on the VH 
(upner); VD (center); and VJ (lower) remote repeaters for 
the 1:1 and 2:1 range-height scale ratios. All photographs 
are on the same scale: 1 in, ^ 10 in. (approximately).



VG I I RATIO

VG 2 I RATIO

Fip. 12b. The experimental BRH display shown on the VG 
remote repeater for the 1.1 (upper) and 2:1 (lower) range- 
hcipht scale ratios. Both photographs are on the same 
scale: 1 in. = 10 in. (approximately).



the 2:1 r«tlo the heavy electronic marker was gated two-thirds of 
the way out on tho sweep, agalndlvlding the display Into two regions. 
For the 2:1 ratio condition, the portion of the radius assigned to 
range was one-sixth larger than with the 1:1 ratio; the portion as- 
signedtohelght correspondingly smaller. For use with the 2:1 ratio 
six markers were generated and used as follows: the inside four 
were designated 10, 20, 30, and 40 miles and comprised the range 
scale. Halfway betweeneachofthe remaining two rings were placed 
twocontinuously gaUdtargetsfrom the aoxUiary t'>rge« generator. 
This provided four height rings which were designated 10,000, 
20,000 30,000, and 40,000 feet.

The appearance of the four experimental displays with the 
1:1 and 2:1 range-height scale ratios is shown In Fig. 12.

Target Simulator. The target simulator was used as In the 
first experime 1.

Timers. The Standard Electric Timers were used aa in the 
first experiment.

General Layout. The layout of the equipment for the size 
and scaling ex; erimert is shown in Fig. 13. Again all equipments 
were in separate experimental rooms.

I ■'q.enmental Methods and Procedures

Design Ex,eriment. The ex;- ;< cental d'^sign, consist
ing of fouF (laj; v.tU T experiments with me .-eplicat;on is shown in 
Tabic xm. Si Niv\ radar men, four of win r' were used in the first 
experiment w .< c..chtes(cdtwiccone.<i? ' fthefour experimental 
units. Four m n were tested sirn'iltamo i^ly with the same ti.rget 
settings and i cceived, during any one rui. three '■,e;le.~ of three 
targctseach. n m targetsinall. The target input varied throughout 
the expeilmei.t and no operator or instrument received the same 
targets twice. Tending of operators, range-height scale ratios, 
and replicaticiis was randomized to distribute the error. Each 
operator waste sted, therefore, with 144 target settings, each equip
ment with 216, and each range-height ratio with 108.
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Conditions of Experiment. The administration of the ex- 
perlmentwas preceded by practice trials identical in all respects 
with the experimental trials except for number of target settli«s, 
and order of testing. The practice run was half as long as each 
experimental session. The results of the practice trials were dis- 
carded. 

TABLE XU! 

Experirae ntal Design of Expe 
Scale R 

riment on Scope Sizes and 
atios 

Equipment and i Range- Height. Scale Ratios 

Range-Height 
Ratios 

VH 

1:2    2:1 

VD 

1:1    2:1 

VJ 

1:1    2:1 

VG 

1:1     2:1 
Operators 

A Trial 1 
Trial 2 2: 

12 
24 

4 
10 

13 
15 

18 
22 

6 
17 

14 
23 

7 
19 

B Trial 1 
Trial 2 

14 
20 5 

22 
23 

3 
12 

4 
21 

1 
11 

3 
8 

13 
15 

c Trial 1 
Trial 2 

18 
2z 

13 
17 

i6 
2! 

5 
7 

3 
23 

12 
15 

4 
20 

11 
24 

D Trial 1 
Trial 2 

Ö 

16 
6 

19 
3 

18 
1 

11 
10 
20 

2 
7 

9 
21 

5 
12 

E Trial 1 
Trial 2 

3 
23 

11 
15 

9 
20 

17 
24 

8 
14 

13 
19 

10 
16 

1 
2 

F Trial 1 
Trial 2 

4 
10 

1 
7 

8 
14 

2 
19 

9 
16 

5 
24 

IB 
22 

6 
17 

♦ The entries are the serial orders in which equipments and oper- 
ators were tested 



The method ot reporting the bearings, ranges, and heights 
waethe same as in the first experiment and the role of the opera
tors and assistants was unchanged. At the end of each run the 
assistant recordedthe time for extracting the information for three 
targets on the prepared data sheet.

</)a
z
oo
Ul<n

►-
UJ
0
K
<
I-
K
tei
O.
UJ
1
t-
tel
O<
K
bi

VO
EQUIPMENT

Fig. 14. Average times required by six operators to 
read bearing, range, and height information from the 
e]q;>erimental BRH display on four equipments.
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Results 

. u Speed of Target Indication. The average times required 
by the operators lor reporting bearing, range, and height informa- 
tion on a group of three targets are given in Table XIV for the four 
experimental equipments and the two scale ratios. The average 
tlmespertargetare shown graphically in Fig, 14 for the equipments 
only. The data indicate that the operators require, on the average 
about seven seconds to estimate and report target information from 
the experimental BRH display. This is about two seconds faster 
than under comparable conditions in the first experiment reported 
in this paper, but the difference is not statistically reliable. The 
same amount of time is required whether operators use the five- 
inch VH scope, the seven-inch VD, or the twelve-inch VJ. The 
24-inch VG, however, is a litUe slower and requires another second 
on the average, for each target. The time required for target ex- 
traction is seven and a half seconds for either the 1:1 or 2 1 ranee 
to height scale ratios. 

The analysis of variance of the time data in Table XIV is 
given in Table XV. It is evident that the largest variance is intro- 
duced by the radar operators (O).  This variance is significant at 
the one per cent level of confidence when evaluated against the best 
estimate of error, the within class (WC) variance.  The between- 
equipment variance (E) is also statistically significant at the one 
per cent level when tested on the same basis.  The between ratio 
variance (R) is not statistically significant indicating that on the 
whole the 1:1 and 2:1 ratios have no influence on the times   How- 
ever, the interaction variance, E x R, tested against the WC vari- 
ance is significant at the five per cent level. Inspection of Table XIV 
shows that the 2:1 ratio yields better times on the VH, VD, and VJ 
indicatorsbutthatthel:! ratio is somewhat better on the VG   This 
time reversal may result from the type of overlay used on the VG 
Withthel:! ratio more targets may have been referred to the pro- 
jection bearing dial which, graduated in degrees, and always closer 
to the range blip, enabled a more rapid estimation of bearing   The 
2:1 ratio, on the other hand, distributed range blips more widely 
about the projection dial and referred the height blips to the coarsely 
graduated dial at the periphery of the display.  Thus, with ratio 
2:1, more time would be required of the operator to estimate either 
(1) the bearing of a range blip at a greater distance from the center 
dial, or (2) the bearing of the corresponding height blip from the 
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Fii . ■ Averagt btaririgerror made by six operators 
-.r: -xporimental BRH display onfour equipments.

i , . VH and VD. have bearing diaJs inscr bed at two- 
d- V ir:!-- r . ils, whereasihe VJ dial and the projection dial at the 
.t VG are graduated inone-degrce units. li lo a^v^i cut,
th: ' I -rr thatthela'-gest beaiingerrorsoco jr on the two displays 
that are smallest and nave the coarsest scales.

The analysis of variance of the bearing error data is found 
in Table X\T1. It is clear that the largest variance is contributed 
by the equipments. This variance tested against the WC variance 
is statistically significant at the one per cent level. Most of the E 
variance is due to the VG. The operator and ratio variances are 
also significant at the one per cent level. The 2:1 range-height 
scale ratio is clearly superior on all indicators except the VG. 
This appears due to the effect of the narrower annulus of the 2:1 
ratio which locates the height blips more closely to the bearing
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TABLE XVH 

Analysis of Variance of Bearing Errors of Table XVI 

Sum of Mean 
Source of Variance DF Squares Square F 

Between 
Operators (0) 5 27.19 5.44 8.91* 

Between 
Equipments (E) 3 71.83 23.94 39.24» 

Between 
Ratio (R) 1 4.96 4.96 8.13* 

Interactions 

OxE 15 16.68 1.11 1.82+ 

OxR 5 1.88 0.37 
Ex R 3 1.79 0.59 
OxE x R 15 6.32 0.42 

Within Class 48 29.26 0.61 

Total 95 159.91 

*  Significant at the 1% level 
+  Significant at the 6% level 

dlalswhere they can be accurately estimated. On the VG this does 
not apply because the outer bearing dial (See Fig. 12) is coarsely 
graduated. There is no way of d( termining from the data which of 
the two bearing dials of the VG overlay was used, or as a matter 
olfact, how the experimental overlay influenced bearing accuracy. 

The interaction variance O x E is significant at about the 
six per cent level. This suggests that it makes a difference which 
operator uses which machine. Examination of the data in Table 
XVI indicates some disturbance of the rank order which operators 
take on the four equipments; i.e., operator A is not always best on 



all remotes, operator F not scconobest, etc. This particular inter
action is not stron{T but its statistical significance is such that it 
camiot be ignored.

Itjinge Ermrj^. The data on the range errors are given 
in Table XVHl and also ai)pear in f ig. 16. The operators show 
more variability than the eqeiiimi'nts and show average errors 
ranging from about one-half of a mile to a mile. The best equip
ment performance was obtained on the V'J with an average error 
of a half of a mile; the worst was on the VH with an average error 
of seven-tenths ol a mile. Thel:land2:l ratios averaged si.x-tentlis 
and five-tenth.s of a mile of error respectively with all equipments 
considered.
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Fig. 16. Average range error made by six operators 
usingthe experimental BKH display on four. auipments.
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The analysis of variance of the range data is given in Table 
XIX. It shows that the operator variance, significant at the one 
per cent level, contributes the largest share of the range error 
variance. Differences between equipments are just significant at 
the five per cent level when evaluated against the WC variance and 
it is apparent that the VH and VJ are largely responsible for this. 

TABLE XIX 

Analysis of Variance of Range Error Data of Table XVIII 

Sum of            Mean 
Source of Variance DF Squares Square F 

2.01 0.402        14.36* 

0.24 0.080 2.86** 

0.19 0.1S 6,79** 

0.69 0.046 
0.19 0.038 
0.03 0.010 
0.73 0.048 
1.39 0.028 

Between 
Operators (O) 5 

Between 
Equipments (E) 3 

Between 
Ratios (R) 1 

Interactions 

OxE 15 
OxR 5 
ExR 3 
OxE x R 15 

Within Class 48 

Total 95 5.47 

*   Significant at the 1% level 
**  Significant at the 5% level 

The difference between the ratios is statistically signifi- 
cant at the five per cent level with the 2:1 ratio giving consistently 
a somewhat better range accuracy. This finding is in the expected 
direction, since the 2:1 ratio gives more space for interpolation 
between range rings. 
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Height Errors. The height error data are given in Table 
XX in terms of lOÖO's of feet. This makes the height units di- 
rectly comparable to the range units of Table XVIII, since the scale 
units for estimation of both range and height were the same. These 
data are shown graphically in Fig. 17 in hundreds of feet, a more 
readily visualized height unit. The four equipments vary little and 
their accuracy performances cluster around 700 feet. Operators 
differ greatly as to average error, varying from about 500 to 1000 
feet. The two ratios differ by nearly 200 feet, the superior accu- 
racy being obtained with use of the 1:1 ratio. 

800 

VD VJ 

EQUIPMENT 

Fig. 17. Average height error made by six operators 
ting the experimental BRH display onfour equipments. us 

The analysis of variance of these data is given in Table XXI. 
The variance contributed by the operators is again significant at 
the one per cent level. An equally significant variance is due to 
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TABLE XXI 

Analysis of Variance of the Height Error Data of Table XX 

Sum of           Mean 
Source of Variance DF Squares Square    F 

Between 
Operators (0) 5 3.20 0.64 10.16* 

Between 
Equipments (E) 3 0.15 0.05 

Between 
Raüos (R) 1 0.66 0.66 10.48* 

Interactions 

ExO 15 0.47 0.031 
RxO 5 0.17 0.034 
ExR 3 0.09 0.030 
ExOxR 15 0.78 0.052 

Within Class (WC) 48 3.03 0.063 

Total 95 8.55 
*  Significant at the 1% level. 

the effect of the ratios. The statistically significant superiority 
of the 1:1 ratio for scaling height is evidently due to the greater 
space for interpolation between rings. This is the reverse of the 
effect of the scale ratios on range accuracy and is consistent with 
it if it is assumed that the larger the scale divisions, within the 
limits studied in this experiment, the better for accuracy of esti- 
mation. 

Physical Distance between Scale Rings vs. Scope Size. The 
finding that the 1:1 ratio is better for height estimation and the 
2:1 ratio for range estimation introduces a problem. Onthe hypo- 
thesis that a greater physical distance between rings allows for 
more accurate interpolation, it would be expected that increasiig 
scope size would increase accuracy. The physical distances be- 
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tweenthe rings as measured on the radius are shown in Table XXD 
However, the large scale divisions on the VG do not make for anv 
superiority over the smaller scopes. There must be, »hen an 
interaction between the scale size of range rings, the thickness of 
the rings and the thickness of the blip.  Since the pulse length of 

TABLE XXn 

Physical Distances Between Rings 

Ratio 1:1 Ratio 2:1 

R H R H 

VH 1/4 in. 1/4 in. 3/8 in. 1/8 in. 

VD 3/8 in. 3/8 in. 1/2 in. 1/4 in. 
VJ 5/8 in. 5/8 in. 7/8 in. 3/8 in. 

VG 1-1/2 in. 1-3/8 in. 2 in. I in. 

bothtarget andränge marker video was the same on all four equip- 
ments, the thickne.ss of all targets and markers varied with the 
length of sweep ofthf different repeaters. Therefore, the thickness 
of all targets and rings was proportional to sweep length and to the 
scale interval on the radius; i.e., the smill VH scope displayed 
thintargetsand markers, the large VG proportionately thickerones 
This relationship appears to hold the accuracy of interpolation be- 
tween range rings more or less constant from one scope size to 
another. The effect can be seen from the ratios 2:1/1:1 for range 
and 1:1/2:1 for height shown for the four scopes in Table XXIII It 
is clear that the effect of the physical dimensions of the scale is 
constant from one scope size to another. 

Calibration Differences. In the first experiment it was 
shown that on the VJcounters and the VJrings the differences in 
accuracy between estimating range and height were not statisti- 
cally significant. On the VGoverlay. however, the failure of cor- 
respondence of the electronic system with the rings inscribed on 
the overlay produced highly significant differences between range 
and height accuracy. Inthe second experiment all range and height 
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TABLE XXIII 
Margin of Superiority Expressed as a Ratio of the 

1:1 and 2:1 Range-Height Scale Ratios as a Function of Scope Size 

VH        VD VJ VG 

Range Error 2:1* 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.2 

Height Error 1:1* 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.2 

markers were generated from the same VJ Driver Unit and mixed 
with the video voltages from the target generator. Under this con- 
dition, "t" tests computed for the VH, VD, VJ, and VG indicators 
show that range and height error differences differ only as chance. 
See Table XXIV. Garner* reports in his study of the VG that range 
errors vary directly as a function of range: "the greater the range, 
the greater the average range error,"and that range errors at the 
edge of the scope are roughly double those near the center. He 
states further that, "There seems to be little reason for this rela- 
tion, and there is some possibility that it is in part at least a 
spurious effect." There is no evidence for this error relationship 
for near and far range s+ In the data of the second experiment when 
calibration difficulties were minimized. The reverse of Garner's 
finding was obtained with the overlay used on the VG in the first 
experiment. But inthe first experiment it was known that the elec- 
tronic system could not be made to match the overlay accurately 

* In the case of'both range and height the range-height 
ratio yielding the smaller error was taken as the numerator. It 
Is seen that the 2:1 ratio was best for range Interpolation and the 
1:1 was best for height. 

* Garner, W. R. Some perceptual problems in the use of 
the VG remote PPI. Systems Research, The Johns Hopkins Univer- 
sity.   Report Ho. 166-1-2. 15 September 1946.  (Restricted) 

+ It should be borne In mind that under the simulated con- 
ditions Investigated here, range and height are in reality ranges 
from 0-10 miles and from 10 - 20 miles, respectively. 
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TABLE XXIV 

Significance of Average Error 
Differences between Range and Height 

The Experiment on Scope Sizes and Scale Ratios 

 VH VD VJ VG 
Average Range Error 

(miles) 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 
Average Height Error 

(1000s of feet) 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 

ttest .728*        .129* .359* .190* 

*  Not statistically significant 

and a compromise fit was made which was intended to distribute 
the calibration error as uniformly over the range as possible. It 
is evident from the data of the first experiment that this was not 
achieved and that the errors on the near ranges were much larger 
than on the far. In the second experiment, range and height errors 
differ only as a random sampling of a population. 

Errors in Confusing Range and Height Markers. The dif- 
ficulties encountered by the operators in determining the correct 
numerical values of the range and height markers were treated as 
confusion errors, as in the first experiment, and were eliminated 
from the data. They cannot be treated systematically and are in- 
cluded as a simple frequency tally for equipment, operators, and 
ratios in Table XXV. These errors are about equally distributed 
over the four experimental equipments and the two ratios. How- 
ever, the operators vary considerably in the number of ccnlusions 
they make and it is perhaps noteworthy that the fastest operator (C) 
makes most. Also, the height rings are consistently less often 
confused with each other than are the range rings. It seems rea- 
sonable to believe that the range area, near the center of the scope 
and surrounded by the height rings, is a more cluttered and con- 
fusing region perceptually than the annulus. 
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Conclusions.     The  result« „f i^ 
shown-hTTJBITxxvi, which summlrw     ^^ exPeri«nent are 
target and avera^ beaS  «Z ^f ^ aVerage ti,nes iJer 

perimental BRH displaVon ioTrTe^e rSe^"^^'^ ^ 
data of the variance analyses arp «h«u,nT       ..     The relevant 

display requires signincanS'Lreti^Toope^kanl'H6 laree VG 

scopes.  The VG is more accurat^Th!!.?   .1.    hanthe waller 
estimation of bearing   Herethesmln^n      0ther dlsp,ays in the 

errors on the VD and VG are the sTmo «1, JJ than on the VH; the 
for all scopes. In all cases t.V „1 ?,ßhi !rr0rs are the ^«"e 
significant. The ra^e-heieht rUio^ ^h^f d.,ffernces "e highly 
for bearing, range, a JheArn«   T^.f fff^ differe^^ 
lngandrange;thel:lratloi?LTo^^ght   ^oU^^^ ances are significant-  for ranJ L     ,7 fnteractjon varl- 
which scaleraUois uled on whth iSS' n"^8 ' """^ 
estimation, which operator t« XreÄm"^6 ^^ 

DISCUSSION 

son of a single method and thertfn«. ™i . u 1'üer,lal compari- 
orworsethaLthcrihree Himfl ,  a'ln0t be sho*n to be better 
BRH «Usplay Is cJo^nlor ann0nal T?™' The experimental 
simple and'w^bi^Ts an eES «T** " a^a" to be 
coordinate display, instruction ^T the conven"onal Polar 
««da competert raVrman ri"ir" m.T ,S a matter of mlnutes. 
system efficiently   The ex^erimP^ n0 PraCtiCe to use th« 
use on both smal/and iLge'scopes ^inPrrnHentati.0n iS Capable ot 

display must be shAreä ^ITc^TJ^^ir1 the poUr 

15 or 20-inch scopes wZ^Ze^rTr^Tf^^ 
clearly that for the operations tested in thJ« ^^ shows 

inch VJ is satisfactory theSe exPeri«entS the 12- 
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An appraisal of the three-dimensional presentation of the 
SX radar console is under way at the Field Laboratory. Concur- 
rently, the experimental BRH display is being compared with the SX. 
These studies will include measures of speed and accuracy of target 
indication, air intercept direction, and simultaneous raid handling 
capacity of the different displays. The results will make possible 
specif ic recommendations as to the requirements of three-dimen- 
sional systems for service use. 

EWD 


